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the best selfie camera in the world! Introducing the Blackmagic Pocket 4K, the ideal camera to record
your creativity and lifestyle at it's best. With new, improved image processing, 4K recording and a

fantastic field of view, the Blackmagic Pocket 4K gives you an immersive experience to share yourself
the way you see yourself. Easily add videos, photos and graphics to the video stream using the included
keyboard accessories. Upgrade your adventures with quick access to your favourite editing tools and the

included DaVinci Resolve Studio, the same software used in Hollywood for creating high end feature
films, episodic television shows, commercials and more. DaVinci Resolve features the new cut page with
intelligent editing tools and innovative new features designed to help you quickly find the footage you

want, edit it together and output it fast. In addition to the new cut page, you also get DaVincis legendary
professional editing, advanced color correction, audio post and visual effects tools, all in asingle software

application! Panasonic DMC-FZ1000 camcorder features high-performance 4K video recording and
sound, plus a wide range of creative shooting options. With Panasonic camcorders, there is no need to
worry about battery life or storage. Weve managed to make high-quality video recording available to

everyone. Our camcorders come with a simple, user-friendly interface, which lets you effortlessly shoot
stunning still photos and movies. Simply attach the camcorder to your computer, connect the supplied
HDMI cable, and start recording. You can use your PC to view photos and videos, print your photos and

share the contents with friends. And if you want to edit videos on your computer, you can use Panasonic
Creative Media Converter software and the free Panasonic Digital Photo Gallery software.
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